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FAMAS elections countdown
Montreal, July 3, 2007 - FAMAS
voters will have only two choices this
time, unlike previous years when there
are at least four candidates for
president. Claro Bermudez, a past
director of Famas, and past president
of APO,
is running against the
incumbent Albert Floresca who wants
to be re-elected.
To help our readers in their
evaluation of the candidates, the Star
Editor, Zenaida Kharroubi, interviewed
Albert Floresca on Sunday, July 1, and
Claro Bermudez on Tuesday, July 3.
They were asked the following
questions:
1. Why do you think people will, or
should vote for you?
2.What is your definition of leadership?
3.What are your goals in running for
president of Famas?
4.If elected, what will be your priority?
6.What is the biggest obstacle to
community unity?
How do you
propose to solve or overcome this
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obstacle?
Mr. Floresca began by saying that
people vote on the basis of what
someone has done, not only during a
term of office but also what someone
has done in his life, regardless of
education and experience, it is still
based on what one has done.
He
recalled what he had said during the
interview we had two years ago when
he replied to a question about his
achievements. He had said then that
he did not have any outstanding
achievements yet, but now, he believes
he has two outstanding achievements,
namely, bringing back the French
courses to Famas, and the facade
renovation of the community center
building. In spite of difficulties he
encountered and the lack of
cooperation from other board
members, he felt quite proud that he
managed to overcome them. He
therefore feel that people would vote
for him because of what he had

Claro Bermudez

Albert Floresca

achieved during his term. “These two
outstanding achievements will push
me to ask again for re-election.
because I think by setting up an
example, this is just a part of the big
plan that I have.”
In his reply to
the second question, he said that
leadership is not only what is defined
in a book. For him, leadership is
modeling something good that others
will follow, or setting up an example.

People follow you because of the good
things you are doing.”
In answering what his goals are,
he said that our (FAMAS) constitution
does not let us go forward. Amending
the constitution is therefore included in
his list of goals. He said: “When the
City is ready to help the community, it
is the time that the president has to
make his exit.
There should be
See Page 4
FAMAS

QP8 Band performs at “Pista sa Nayon”
Festival at MacKenzie King Park, July22
Montreal, July 7, 2007 - The
Filipino-Canadian
community
in
Montreal will be treated to the
performance of a seven-piece band
who will play not only the latest tune
and dance hits but also the nostaligic
sounds of yesterday. This band is
being promoted by the International
Entertainment (Mtl-Phil) Inc., a group
that specializes in bringing Philippine
artists to Canada to promote new
talents in the industry with the
collaboration
of
the
Quebec
government. through an exchange
program. The band is scheduled to
play from 1:00 to 2:00 P.M. If people
want to enjoy going out on a Saturday
evening to listen or dance to the Band’s
music, they should go to Chez Maurice
in St. Lazard, on four consecutive
Saturdays, July 7, 14, 21, 28 at 10 p.m.
A round trip transportation by bus is
provided for a modest cost of $8 . To
get tickets or make reservations, call
514-889-1263 or 514 927-6429.
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QP8 comprises of Richard U. Sampana on keyboards, Jesus Nino E.
Espiritu on base guitar, Alex Andrew Abuda on lead guitar, Fernando N.
Barquin Jr. on drums, Alvin F. Laranang, Arwin D. Domino and Vernie M.
See Page 4
Masangkay are vocalists.
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EDITORIAL
How aware and interested are you
in community issues?
It seems easy to complain more with those who come from the
about things and talk about problems
but there are no visible nor concrete
signs that people are really interested
in doing anything about making
changes to the status quo. Take for
example the issue about having two
Federations. Since about two years
ago, this has been an issue.. Who is
supposed to resolve the impasse? The
last time we heard about it was when
there was a hearing held last
November 2006. What is going to
happen? No one can hazard a guess.
FAMAS elections will be held
on August 12. Two candidates are
busy campaigning. To give both sides
a chance to present their platforms, we
have interviewed them both. It is now
in the hands of all voters to reflect more
on what they have heard and what they
actually know first hand. Usually, there
are two sides to anything and it is
certainly a good idea to be objective.
That is to say, before making any
conclusions, we should attempt to
know the facts, and not just listen to
rumors, regardless of whether or not
they are coming from our closest
friends.
It is common knowledge that
there are programs which the
community can benefit from. This
requires some work in doing proper
research and then making a proposal t
acceptable to the government for the
purpose of receiving grants necessary
to realize projects that will benefit the
community. But this seems to be
impossible when there are competing
groups who are unable to settle their
differences, just like the case of the two
Federations. It has been rumored that
funds are frozen and the government
cannot release them until the problem
is settled. Which one of the two
Federations can legitimately be called
the Federation of Filipino Canadian
Associations of Quebec? Is there any
sense at all in allowing this impase to
go any longer?
Meanwhile, the
community cannot go forward and
nothing can be accomplished,
People have expressed their
wish to have unity. It is an ideal that
seems highly unrealistic for now.
Perhaps, it is indeed difficult to forget
our regionalist tendencies. We identify

same province or who speak the same
dialect. There are many different
associations organized along these
lines. There are also many other
associations that are politically
motivated. How much information
does our community know about the
true nature of these different groups?
Do they play a role in terms of helping
the less fortunate, the youth who are
recruited by gangs, the families who
are disadvantaged, the caregivers who
are subject to abuses by bad
employers and those who have drug
addictions? Do the people know
where to turn and seek help when they
need it? When do we decide to say
“enough is enough” and get down to
business?
Perhaps, there is a need for an
information center where all these
different groups will be listed and their
projects publicized. Will the different
associations be willing to publicize
their objectives, and their activities? If
they are, this paper will also be willing
to help disseminate information. At the
very beginning of our publication in
April 1998, we offered to give a section
to community organizations to inform
the public about their mission and their
projects. At the end of their fund
raising drive, we also offer space to
publish their financial statements. So
far, there has been only one
association that took this opportunity.
If people are aware of
community issues and they want to
express concern about them, they can
write to us. We will try our best to find
the answer from the experts, whether
they are in government or in the private
sector.
Starting next issue, we will
have a column devoted to our readers
questions. They can write to us, but
we request that their true names be
identified or signed at the end of their
questions. The answers to these
questions will be publicized as soon as
we obtain the answers from the proper
authorities.
Our primary objective is and
always has been to inform and to
make everyone become interested in
promoting community unity. a

PRIME MINISTER
STEPHEN HARPER
COMMEMORATES
175th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE RIDEAU
CANAL
Merrickville, Ontario – Prime
Minister Stephen Harper today
commemorated the 175th anniversary of
the Rideau Canal at the 40th annual
opening festivities of the Merrickville
Blockhouse Museum .
To mark the occasion, Prime
Minister Harper unveiled a new exhibit at
the Blockhouse Museum .
Created
through a $95,000 contribution from
Canada ’s New Government, as part of the
overall Rideau 175 program to
commemorate the 175th anniversary of
the Rideau Canal, the exhibit illustrates the
military links between Lieutenant Colonel
John By’s Rideau Canal and the early
years of settlement in Merrickville.
“The Rideau Canal was an epic
infrastructure project, as big and bold as
the young country that built it,” said the
Prime Minister. “It stands as a testament
to the resourcefulness and determination
of our people.”
Designated as a national historic

PMO Press Office: (613) 957-5555
This document is also available at
http://pm.gc.ca
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purchase effective
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site of Canada in 1939, the Merrickville
Blockhouse was built in 1832 as part of a
chain of four Blockhouses for the defence
of the Rideau Canal . The building is
directly adjacent to the Merrickville locks
of the Rideau Canal, in what is today
known as Blockhouse Park . The village of
Merrickville-Wolford and Merrickville and
District Historical Society, operate and
maintain the Blockhouse Museum and
Archives and help bring the site of
Merrickville locks to life, telling the story of
the Town’s early years through guided
tours, museum displays and special
events.
“Thanks to events and facilities
such as these, Canadians and our guests
from other countries have opportunities to
learn about the rich history of this region
and its contributions to the development
of our great country,” the Prime Minister
concluded. The Merrickville Blockhouse
Museum is working in partnership with
Parks Canada throughout 2007 to
celebrate the 175th anniversary of the
Rideau Canal .
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Official Opening of the Fireman’s
Academy in Bécancour
By Zenaida Ferry Kharroubi

On Thursday, June 21, 2007,
guests invited to the official opening of
the Firemen’s Academy in Becancour,
were quite impressed with the facilities
to be used in the specialized training of
security personnel in the industrial
park .
When the Institut de recherche et
d’expertise en séurité publicque
(IRESP), a private organization that
groups the largest network of partners
in public security announced in
October 2005 the installation of the first
Centre for specialized training, the
promoters had already talked about an
investment of more than one million
dollars.
At the beginning, the Centre was

general of IRESP, Martin Ruel, said that
he was very proud of the realization of
the project: “What you see here is not
the conclusion of a project but just the
beginning. It’s the initial start up and
we are going towards innovation. We
want to work with you to be the leader
in this field..”
For his part, Pierre Lahaie,
director-general of Petresa Canada
and president of CEOP (Centre des
entreprises et organismes du Parc
indusriel) recalled that it is evident that
there is a need, space and willingness
to do this type of project. He said: “We
have had several pojects which were
presented to us but none was realized.
I can tell you today withut hesitation
Pascal Caron, Director-General of Academie des pompiers being interviewed during
the official opening of the Academy, June 21, 2007 at Bécancour.
new secretary will be hired in August
for the Centre in Becancour. She
estimates that around 2 000 people will
be receiving training annually.
The director of the Centre, Pascal
Caron, said that the first phase of the
project has used an area of 100 000
square feet The second phase of the
project will be implemented in the next
few months from the southern side
because of the big demand. The third
phase will be developed from the
western side of the installation.

The members of the Administration pose with the Star Editor. From right to left: Janice Belair,
Director, Marketing; Bernard Belair, President; Martin Ruel, Vice-President; Jean René
Beaulieu, Consultant, René Gélinas, CIDA consultant, and marc Decarufel, CGA.

giving courses three days a week to
enterprises
which have security
brigades for emergency as well as to
the municipalities and their firemen on
a part time basis. Meanwhile, the
demand is so strong that the training

that it is worth waiting for..” The Mayor
of Becancour, Maurice Richard, also
agreed to his statement.
For the president of CEOP, this
Center fits all the training needs in
combatting fires and otherr measures

A fireman is explaining the simulation of fire to the reporters and visitors to the site

now at the Center has become full
time seven days a week and about two
million dollars have been invested.This
will double until the 2nd and 3rd
phases of the project are finished.
The Fireman’s Academy has
already operated since 1979 a center
in Mirabel where firemen were trained
full time. The Centre at Bécancour is
the second one.
The vice-president and director-

of security that can be practiced in the
park of Becancour. “This answers
exactly the needs of the industries and
we are very happy to welcome you.,”
he said.
The Centre employs 5 persons full
time and 20 others part time.
According to Ms. Janice Belair, in
charge of communications and
marketing for the Academy, three other
trainers on a full time basis and one
www.filipinostar.org

Mr. René Gélinas, a CIDA
consultant, has been to the Philippines
and is currently working on the
feasibility of installing an exact
duplicate of the Fireman’s Academy to
be built in Subic Bay, Zambales. It will
certainly be an excellent project which
the Philippines will benefit from.
For further information, the
telephone at Becancour is: 819-2944460, Mirabel - 450-258-4460. a
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FAMAS

continuity between the incumbent and
the incoming president so that there
will be a continuity of their projects.”
This amendment does not involve
changing the term of office of the
president but a certain provision that
will allow the endorsement of the
previous administration’s project to the
next one.
Mr. Floresca has several
priorities if elected. Amending the
constitution is just one of them. The
other two priorities are securing a
group insurance for all FAMAS
members, especially for caregivers
and newcomers, and sprucing up the
backyard of the community center
which
should
be
cemented.
According to him, the trees need to be
cut down as they are posing a danger
to the neighboring buildings. He also
plans to put a retaining wall.
Identifying the obstacle to
community unity is not easy to answer.
Until now, the issue of having two
Federations is unsettled. Mr. Floresca
took more time to answer the question
but according to his observation it is a
matter of “who has the bigger ego.” It
is a common knowledge that there are
two groups who apparently do not like
each other, but even if the conflict is
resolved, even if these two groups
disappear, there will be other groups
that could stand in the way of
community
unity
because
of
regionalism which has always been
part of Filipino culture back home.
However, if there is a bigger goal that
all of us could support and work
together, he thinks it may be possible
to have some semblance of unity and
cooperation. He cited the fact that the
Philippine community has been here
for over 40 years and yet, the only
community center we have is a duplex
while other groups who arrived here in
the 1980s already have bigger
buildings.
He implied that the
community maybe united under a
bigger goal and that is why he wants to
amend the constitution of FAMAS “so
that unity will at least flourish a little
bit...”
When asked to give his final
message to the community, he
summarized the projects done during
his term such as, the French courses,
kitchen renovation which he credits to
Nilo Parial through the bayanihan
spirit, the facade renovation, and
summer camp of Filipino children at
FAMAS. The reason why he wants to
run for another term is that this will
allow him to do a couple of good
projects more which will set up an

example for the next leadership. “I
wanted to do several good things more
such that when my second term will be
finished I think I have done enough for
the community that a leader has to do
good things and will serve as a good
precedent to the incoming president
and their measurement of success will
not be based on money, but it will be
based on the good things they have
done for the community. When we did
not have the building before, their
measurement is: how much money did
you make during your administration”
Now that we have a building, the
measurement of a leader should be
based on what good things they have
done.
He said that if he could do
more good things and set an example
for others to do the same thing; he
would be the happiest man on earth.
On Tuesday, July 3, Claro
Bermudez was interviewed to answer
the same questions. He said that the
Filipino community wants to have
changes in order to have a better
community, a better organization that
will be respected, and people can be
trusted. He believes that if he can do
these changes, people will vote for him
His definition of leadership is
not only winning and understanding
people but the most important thing for
a leader is to know what is needed and
to know how to persuade people to do
good things for the community.
According to him, there are many
types of leaders. Some are born
leaders but the better kind of leader is
the one with ability, commitment and
experience in leading which is
synonymous to having a management
experience.
Moreover, having a
commitment to do what is needed is a
quality of a good leader.
To answer the third question
about his goals, he said that if he could
offer good leadership, he thinks that
the people’s trust will be back. “Not
only that, the people will support an
association that seeks to have a
common ground with the rest of the
community.” He admitted that the task
of running for FAMAS president is not
easy but the only thing he could do is
to show his commitment. He said he
has a proven track record where he
has always shown commitment and
dedication to every position or
responsibility given to him.
If elected, his priority is to “let
the people know first what we are
doing so that together we will have the
participation of everyone.” He believes
that everyone’s participation is of great
advantage to the administration of
projects. Even though we all have
different ways of doing things, if we ask
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people first for their input, he believes
that there will be a better chance of
working together, and we can achieve
much bigger goals.. He plans to open
up the channel of communication with
the whole community through various
ways like working with the board of
directors and using technology like email, etc. Briefly, his priority is to
establish true communication and
obtain community consensus.
Concerning the problem of
unity as reflected by having two
Federations, he believes that the
government should know who
represents the community. Everyone
can see during elections that FAMAS
has the biggest membership.
If
elected, he would see to it that it is
properly
introduced
to
the
government.
By doing so, the
ambiguity or confusion caused by two
Federations both claiming to represent
the community may be clarified and
community unity may start to be
developed.
Mr. Bermudez’ final message
is: The best contribution that one can
give to the community is to choose the
right leader.

FAMAS UPDATE
The elections of FAMAS is
confirmed to be held at the Van Horne
Park located on Westbury and Van
Horne Avenue on Sunday, August 12,
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. If you are a
student, you have to bring your
student ID of the last semester.
Medicare cards are absolutely
necessary for all voters to bring during
the elections.
Members should renew their
membership based on the following
rates:
Singles
Couples
Students & Seniors

$7.00
$10.00
$4.00

Pre-registrations will be held at
the FAMAS building on 4708 Van
Horne Avenue on August 5 and 11,
time to be determined later. Call 514341-7477 for more information.
Pre-registrations are intended
to facilitate the election process by
making those who pre-registered to
go to a quicker line to vote. a
From Page 1

Pista sa Nayon

QP8 (Quarter Pass Eight) is a
seven piece band made up of six male
and one female members. Lively,
versatile and talented are some of the
terms thta could be used to describe
them. QUP8 is a well-balanced group,

composed of four musicians, who play
foreceful and precise music, matched
perfectly with the three vocalists
blending in harmony.
QP8 is composed of Richard U.
Sampan on keyboards, Jesus Nino E.
Espiritu, on bass guitar, Alex Andrew
Abuda on lead guitar, Fernando N.
Barquin Jr. on drums, Alvin F. laranang,
Arwin D. Domino and Vernie M.
Masangkay as vocalists. They all have
only one common goal and that is to
perfect their showmanship, their sound
and their music. Even though QP8 has
almost achieved this goal, their thirst
for perfection still remains and they are
continuously aspiring for more and
more.
From professionals to
teenagers, everyone will enjoy hearing
the QP8 Band performing live.
AMAS, in collaboration with the
CDN/NDG Borough is sponsoring the
“Pista Sa Nayon” (community festival)
,which is usually held during the month
of July. It is a day-long festival of
cultural activities such as traditional
and modern dancing, selection of the
muse “Mutya ng Nayon,” Karaoke
singing, games, sports, authentic
Filipino food and native delicacies.
Father Frank Alvarez of the Filipino
Catholic Mission will officiate at the holy
mass which will be held at 3 p.m. , just
after the QP8 Band has played live.
There will be plenty of food and
lots of fun for everyone. This is an
opportunity to see all old and new
friends and neighbors. a

Integration of Foreign
Graduates of Nursing
Montreal, July 5, 2007 Gilmore International College met with
the Order of Nurses (Ordre des
infirmières et infirmiers) to submit a
programme to integrate foreign
graduates of nursing, particularly for
those who are from the Philippines.
It was recommended that the
programme be reviewed by a
committee of nursing practitioners,
specifically those who have an
extensive working experience in
Quebec.
During the meeting, it was
mentioned that there have been some
difficulties faced by Filipino caregivers
when they want to integrate into the
profession because of working outside
their field of training. After more than
three years of not practicing, they have
a hard time in acquiring the skills
required in the new environment. In
view of this observation, Gilmore will
attempt to look into the possibility of
establishing an exchange program ito
help Filipino nurses integrate more
easily into the Quebec healthcare
system. a

F. FARHAT
LUNETTERIE
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•
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•
•
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1274 Mount Royal East
www.filipinostar.org

10% discount.
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Photographs
raise
hopes Bossi still alive
July 8, 2007
Hopes for kidnapped Italian priest
Giancarlo Bossi were raised Saturday
when it emerged that a fellow priest
had been sent photographs of him
apparently unharmed.
The pictures show Bossi, who was
taken hostage almost a month ago,
looking thin and haggard but otherwise
well.
There has been no word on the fate
of the 57-year-old Roman Catholic
missionary since he was kidnapped in
Zamboanga Sibugay on June 10 by
suspected Muslim extremists.
The photographs were sent via
mobile phone to Bossi’s friend, Angel
Calvo, and show him in a forest. In one,
he is holding a radio.
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Zubiri may be proclaimed 12th senator this week
July 9, 2007
The 12th and last senator who
will join the 14th Congress may be
proclaimed on Tuesday, depending on
the results of a marathon session
tonight of the Commission on Elections
(Comelec), sitting as the National
Board of Canvassers.
And it looks like the winner is Team
Unity’s Juan Miguel Zubiri, who lead
rival Aquilino Pimentel III by some
17,000 based on still unofficial count.
The Comelec has not been releasing
official tallies since a week ago.
In a late afternoon press
conference tonight, Comelec chairman
Benjamin Abalos said the NBC would
have something on the possible

proclamation
on
Tuesday.
“It
depends,” he said.
The extrapolation was based on
the canvassing today of certificate of
canvass (Coc) from Bais City in Negros
Oriental, Bogo municipality in Cebu
and leftover precincts from the town of
Pagalungan in Maguindanao province.
Bogo gave Zubiri 12,656 votes
whereas Pimentel earned just 4,434
votes -a difference of 8,222 votes.
Though Bais yielded 13,381 votes
for Zubiri and only 5,473 votes for
Pimentel -a difference of 7,183
votes-questions arose as to whether or
not these will be included in the tally
because of a pending petition to
declare a failure of elections in the city.

Atty. Leila de Lima, Pimentel’s
counsel, said this encumbrance should
first be settled.
In today’s canvassed precincts in
Pagalungan, Pimentel earned 740
votes as against Zubiri’s 1,216 votes.
Garcia asked that Zubiri be
proclaimed already, but de Lima
opposed it, arguing that her client’s
petition with the Supreme Court not to
proclaim a 12th senator is still pending.
Pimentel had filed the petition late
last week as a legal remedy to exclude
the Maguindanao votes from the nation
a

Handout photo released 07 July 2007
shows Italian priest Giancarlo Bossi
Regional military chief, Lt. Gen.
Eugenio Cedo, said he was trying to
authenticate the pictures and find out
when they were taken.
Special Italian envoy Mar-ghe-rita
Boniver, who arrived in Zamboanga
City Friday to meet with military and
officials, was cautious about the
photographs, saying, “We cannot say
that this hard proof that he is still alive.”
Boniver, who met with members of
Bossi’s order, the Pontifical Institute for
Foreign Missions (PIME), said there
was “no precise date [for the
photographs.] So apparently, they
could have been taken some 12-14
days after his abduction.”
“His fellow PIME have nticed that
he has lost a lot of weight and his beard
is different from when he was
kidnapped,” indicating some time had
passed since his abduction, said
Boniver.
She said the photographs would
have to be studied by experts.
She told reporters she was not in
the south to negotiate for Bossi’s
release, and reiterated that both Italy
and the Philippines had a policy of not
paying ransom money.
Boniver said it was still not certain
who had seized Bossi or what their
demands were. The PIME order, in a
statement, said it also had copies of the
photographs and that Bossi was
“wearing the same clothes he wore on
the day of his kidnapping.”
Bossi’s abductors are believed to
be renegade members of the Moro
Islamic Liberation Front, a Muslim
separatist group that signed a ceasefire
with the government to open the door
to peace talks.
The MILF was initially helping in the
efforts to free him, but the group has
since pulled out its forces from the
search. a

SUMMER SPECIAL PROMOTION
$65

$80

RR Southern Freight Forwarder
Block 10 Lot 12 Martinville Subd BF Homes Manuyo II Las
Pinas City, Philippines
RRSFF Contact Person: Robert Durano (Tel) 541-7224
Highlights Inquiry Office :
Rex De Lusong (Tel) 931-1780
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Improvement

of the admission of
professional immigrants into our
health sector
Saul Polo congratulates the Charest
government on its initiatives
Montréal, June 18th 2007 – Mr
Saul Polo, President of the Cultural
Communities Commission of the Québec
Liberal Party is pleased with the
announcement made by Yolande James,
Minister of Immigration and Cultural
Communities, concerning projects that will
facilitate the integration of professional
immigrants into our health sector. These
projects principally concern nurses,
doctors, mid-wife and medical technicians.
Minister James announced that
the Government of Québec will invest in
helping the professional orders be better
equipped to evaluate the diplomas and
training of new immigrants acquired
outside of Québec. New immigrants will be
better prepared for finding jobs in their
respective domains.
“The measures announced by the
Minister demonstrate the Charest’s
government willingness to integrate new
immigrants into the workplace. It’s with a
job that new immigrants will be able to find
their place in Québec’s society”, said Saul
Polo.
Mr Polo highlighted that since
2003, the Québec Liberal Party
government has concluded several
agreements with the professional orders,
so that they may be better equipped to
process the recognition of foreign held
diplomas by new immigrants. “Significant
progress has been made since the arrival
of the Charest government in 2003. While
the PQ was in power, very few candidates

were permitted to work in the health
sector. There is still work to be done,
and the QLP has shown the political
will to help new immigrants at all steps
in finding a job. a

Provinces Call For
Increased Federal
Funding For Legal Aid
Justice Ministers Stand
Together
OTTAWA, June 20 /CNW/ - Provincial
justice ministers united on Parliament Hill
today to call on the federal government to
increase federal funding for legal aid
services, Ontario Attorney General
Michael Bryant announced. A Liberal,
Conservative and a NDP provincial
justice minister made the tri-partisan case
today for federal action.
"We are joining together to ask the
federal government to pay its fair
share as a partner in the justice system,"
said Bryant. "While legal aid is ashared
responsibility between the federal
government and the rovinces and
territories, the provinces continue to
contribute a disproportionate amount
toward their legal aid systems. The
McGuinty government, for example, has
increased provincial funding to Legal Aid
Ontario significantly since takingoffice,
paying four times as much as the federal
government." In October 2006, provincial
and
territorial
justice
ministers
unanimously agreed that current federal
contributions to legal aid were not
enough. They once again asked the
federal government to commit to critically
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needed increases for legal aid and for
new funding for civil legal aid that would
include family law and domestic violence
cases.
While the provinces continue to
increase funding to legal aid, the level
of federal support has remained virtually
unchanged since 2003/04. The last time
the federal government was a 50/50
partner was 1990/91. The federal
government, in its 2007 Budget, indicated
that criminal legal aid funding would be
maintained at current levels for the next
five years.
"The Saskatchewan Legal Aid
Commission also gets four times more
funding from the province than from the
federal government," said Saskatchewan
Justice Minister Frank Quennell. "Not only
has the federal government refused to
recognize the current need for legal aid
funding, they must recognize that their
changes to Canada's criminal justice
system are costly. They must be willing to
invest to meet both the current and
increased demands for legalaid."
"We're asking the federal government
to step up to the plate," said Nova Scotia
Minister of Justice Murray Scott. "The
provinces strive to provide legal
assistance for family law clients who are
often women and children. But we can
only do so much. We are asking the
federal government to commit to funding
for civil legal aid."
"Legal aid is fundamental in terms of
access to our justice system and it
greatly impacts the most vulnerable in our
society," said Newfoundland and
Labrador Minister of Justice Tom
Osborne.
"In
Newfoundland
and
Labrador, the lack of sustained funding
makes the process of building a legal aid
delivery system that is capable of meeting
the needs of our citizens difficult. And

Gilmore International College
and the Academy of Letters

are pleased to invite you to
the “Writers Helping Writers”
workshop

Your ideas should not remain locked up in your head - find a way to
express them and feel fulfilled by doing so. This workshop will help you
get started easily in the most interesting way. Find out the secret by
attending this unique workshop which will start soon.
Who should attend:

What they say about writing:

People from all walks of life, fields
and occupations - nurses, doctors,
architects, engineers, clerks,
secretaries, teachers, students anyone who wants to live a fuller
life.

There’s only one way to learn to write - read!
Every person who has the ability to read can learn how to
write.
What do writers do? They write.
What do good writers do? They write and re-write.
What do excellent writers do? They write, re-write, re-write,
re-write until they get it “right.”
Proof of Attendance:
An attractive certificate and tax receipt will be given at the
end of the workshop.
Proceedings will be videotaped. You may purchase a
copy for your future reference.

Why you should attend:
Everyone has to write, whether you
earn your living by writing or
working for yourself or others, your
ability to express yourself in English
is absolutely essential. Since
English has become the language
of business around the world,
mastering the art of writing and
speaking is the key to your success
in your personal and professional
life.
Gilmore International College

we,as a provincial government, are
committed to providing equal access to
family law related services to all citizens of
our province."
"Without additional federal resources,
provinces and territories are
concerned about whether we can
maintain current levels of civil legal aid
service," said Québec Attorney General
Jacques P. Dupuis. "We would like a
federal commitment on legal aid funding
now."
sssus
sss - regardless of means - must be
assured of effective and equal access to
the judicial system when our fundamental
interests are at stake."
Legal aid protects constitutional and
legal rights and ensures fair and
equal treatment for people with low
incomes facing criminal charges. The
provinces and territories fund legal aid for
parents with low incomes involved
in child protection proceedings or seeking
custody, access or financial support for
themselves or their children.
"The provinces and territories are in
critical need of new, dedicated and
specific funding for civil legal aid," said
Bryant. "Federal funding would mean
more family law clients would get the legal
services they deserve. The provinces and
territories stand united in calling for
increased federal funding for legal aid
services."
www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca
For further information: Greg Crone,
Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General,
Minister's Office, (416) 326-1785; Brendan
Crawley, Ontario Ministry of the
Attorney General, Communications
Branch, (416) 326-2210; Debi McEwen,
ABC,Director, Communications & Public
Education, Corrections and Public Safety,
(306) 787-6043; Cathy MacIsaac,
Atty General of Québec, (514) 402-4128 a

inter-active, multi-cultural, motivational

Workshop Leaders

NOTE:
In addition to establishing a writers’ network, a public
speaking course will be a follow-up to this workshop.

Schedule:
Friday - 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.
Saturday & Saturday - 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Tuition Fee:

4950 Queen Mary Rd. Penthouse
Montreal, QC H3W 1X3

2 1/2 days seminar for the low rate of $495 including
taxes and materials.

www.gilmorecollege.com

Call 514-485-7861 to register
www.filipinostar.org

Isaac T. Goodine
BsC., B.Ed. C. Eng.
International Speaker & Author
“Leaders Leding Leaders”
Resource Person, Transparency
International, Fomrer Principal,
Director of Schools & Colleges,
Human Resources Development
Specialist, Consultant, World Bank

Zenaida F. Kharroubi
B.A. English, M.A. Ed. Studies
Diploma in Education, TESL
Founder & Director-General
Gilmore College
Editor & Publisher,
North American Filipino Star
Group Commissioner, Scouts
Canada, Quebec Council
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COOPERATIVE
MOVEMENT
Bigger than what
you think
By Jerry Estrada
Philippine Correspondent

Distribution of Wealth
T
hirty years ago, I still remember
those small-time backyard businesses in
the rural community like the poultry and
piggery businesses which were owned
and operated by “family-size” enterprises.
Today, the ubiquitous small businesses
have become absolute monopolies, with
the poultry business controlled by four
big firms, namely San Miguel, Robina,
RFM, and Purefoods.
Let’s take again the example of
soap, a processed product from copra.
As of now three foreign companies
control the soap industry in the
Philippines, namely Procter and Gamble,
Unilever, and Colgate-Palmolive. Even
bagoong (salted fish), soy sauce, vinegar,
and table salt were family size enterprises
in the past, but now have become
veritable businesses by rich corporations.
What is true of the above-mentioned
businesses can be said as well with many
other businesses.
Now let’s have a wider glance on
the companies owned to a large extent by
some of the super-rich individuals:
TAN YU. A&A Group; Agricultural,
Industrial and Commercial Group; AIC
Realty; American Chinese Investment;
Asia World International; Asia World
Plaza; Fuga Intl. Group; Great Wall Corp.;
Marina
Properties;
Taiwan
&
Communications Hotels, and Overseas
Chinese Comml. Bank. (With 20 thousand
hectares of real estate in various places in
the Philippines, Tan Yu is the country's
largest landowner after the government.
He also controls huge tracts of land in
China, Taiwan, Canada and the US.)
ANDREW GOTIANUN. East Asian
Financial Corp.; FCP Finance; Filinvest
Land; Filipinas Mgt. and Leasing; East
West Bank; Festival Supermall, and
Filinvest Dev. Corp.
MANUEL VILLAR. C&P Homes; Camella
Int’l. Trading; Golden Haven Memorial
Park; Household Devt.; Britanny Corp.;
Adelfa Properties; Fine Properties; MB
Villar Co.; Macy’s Inc., and Palmera
Homes.
GEORGE TY. Bankers Express Corp.;

Charter
Insurance;
First
Metro
Investment. Corp.; Int’l. Bank of
California; Metrobank;
Phil. Life
Insurance; PS Bank, and Toyota Phils.
JAIME ZOBEL DE AYALA. Ayala Corp.;
Ayala Insurance Group; Ayala Land;
Ayala Life; BPI Bank; BPI Family Savings
Bank; FGU; Globe Telecoms; IMI;
Integrated Micro-electronics; ITTI Phils.;
MWSS; Purefoods, and UniRe.
EUGENIO LOPEZ. ABS-CBN; BayanTel;
Benpres Holdings; Eastern Visayas
Telephone; First Phil. Infrastructure Devt.;
First Philippine Holdings; Global Food;
Meralco; PCI Bank; RCPI; Int’l
Communication; Rockwell Land Corp.,
and Sky Vision.
HENRY SY. Banco de Oro; Beach Rubber;
CBC Finance; China Banking Corp.; FEB
Investments; First East Asia Realty Dev’t.;
Intercontinental Dev’t.; Multi-Realty Dev’t.;
Shoemart; SM Aca; SM Aquaculture; SM
Fund; SM Insurance & Brokers; SM
Investment; SU Stores, and Tagaytay
Resort Dev’t.
LUCIO TAN. Air Philippines; Allied Bank;
Allied Banker Insurance; Allied Capital
Resources; Allied Leasing; Allied London
Office; Allied National Import Corp.; Asia
Brewery; Atlas Steel Varoni; Bahrain
Offshore Bank; Century Park Hotel;
Century Park Sheraton Hotel; First
Malayan Dev’t. Bank; Foremost Farms;
Fortune Tobacco; Grandspan Dev’t.
Corp.; Lapu-Lapu Packing; Lotte Phils.;
Lucrative Realty Inc.; Malayan Textile
Mills; Micronesia Shopping Center;
Oceanic Commercial Bank; Pan Phil.
Industries; Phil. Cellophane Film Corp.;
Philippine Airlines; PNB; Sipalay Trading
Corp.
Tanduay Distillers, Inc., and
University of the East.
JOHN GOKONGWEI, JR. Apo Cement;
Britannia Industrial Company; Cambridge
Electronics; Cebu Pacific Air; CFC; Digitel
Telecomunications; Far East Bank; First
Power; JG Summit Holding; JG Summit
Petrochemical; Litton Mills; Manila
Midtown Hotels and Land; Mark
Electronics; PCI Bank; Robina Capital;
Robina Textile Mills; Robinson’s Land;

Savanah Ind’l.; Toledo Power Corp.;
Unicon Insurance Brokers Corp.;
Universal
Consolidated;
Universal
Robina, and Westpoint Industrial Mills.
BALANCING
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
AND
SOCIAL
PROGRESS
How could we narrow down the gap
between the extreme poor and the super
rich? Enormous riches are accumulated
in the hands of a few, while large numbers
of workingmen with insufifficient wages
find themselves in conditions of everincreasing hardship.
Rural industrialization is not enough.
There must also be “family size”
industrialization. The reason is obvious.
One may have rural industrialization, but if
the industries were controlled by only one
person or by a few, the vast majority of the
people in the rural area would remain
poor.
arket economists theorize that
only the private sector really creates
wealth; all other sectors of society
participate in the consumption of wealth,
but the creation of wealth happens in the
private economic arena.
However, economic progress
must
be
accompanied
by
a
corresponding social progress, so that all
classes of citizens can participate in the
increased productivity. The utmost
vigilance and effort are needed to ensure
that social inequalities which are so far
increasing, are reduced to a minimum.
SOCIAL
AND
ECONOMIC
RECONSTRUCTION
We could streamline the situation
by creating programs that are targeted to
help people help themselves and become
self-reliant.
The Encyclical Letter of Pope John XXIII
on Christianity and Social Progress
entitled Mater et Magistra (Mother and
Teacher), issued on May 15, 1961,
mentioned
the
importance
of
cooperatives as a vehicle to distribute
wealth. Mater et Magistra proposes
cooperatives as the means for a more
equitable distribution of wealth. Without
cooperatives the big private corporations
get all the business and all the profits. But
if the large corporations are substituted
by cooperatives, the profits get divided
into the many members of the
cooperatives. With no cooperatives in the
land, all the wealth is theirs for the taking.
Mater et Magistra points out, "The small
and average sized undertakings in
agriculture, in the arts and crafts, in
commerce and industry, should be
safeguarded and fostered. Moreover, they

www.filipinostar.org
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should join together in co-operative
associations to gain for themselves the
benefits and advantages that usually can
be gained only from large organizations."
By doing away with the monopoly of the
large companies, and by subdividing the
business into family size firms and
cooperatives, wealth from the small
businesses gets distributed to many
people.
SOLIDARITY AND CO-OPERATION
Poverty is still prevalent today, which is
why the cooperative movement has not
stopped working and has in fact grown.
This organization allows coop leaders to
dedicate time and effort to contribute to
the alleviation of poverty through
cooperativism. By the force of their
example they are helping to keep alive in
their own community a true sense of
responsibility, a spirit of co-operation, and
the constant desire to create new and
original work of outstanding merit.
First cooperatives were established 150
years ago as the coop leaders’ response
to the widespread poverty that was
prevalent at that time, and so it is today as
unemployment bites, the poor gets
poorer and the rich gets richer in the
midst of massive deprivation and
suffering, not only in the Philippines but
all over the world.
Cooperatives are not into dole outs; that
is not the point. The point is to get people
to stand up for themselves and therefore
gain for themselves a significant level of
human dignity. If you do not work for
yourself, if you do not rely on yourself for
your own survival, you are deprived of
your dignity as a human being and you
are less effective as a contributor to
democratic society.
Cooperatives have significant interests in
contributing to the development of the
community. Cooperatives through the
help of dedicated volunteer members and
leaders, participate in the creation and
distribution of wealth.
The existence of large corporations is
also good and important because they
generate jobs for the people, but it is not
good to see these super-rich corporations
to exist as an island of prosperity in a sea
of poverty.
To distribute the wealth of every nation to
the people, Cooperativism is not only the
best way but also the only way! a

Learn French the fast and
easy way. Enroll now at
Gilmore International College call 514-485-7861
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As Chinese Seafood
Exports Rise, So Do
Contamination Fears
(International Herald Tribune)
At the Xulong eel factory here, a
team of workers is slicing eels, lopping off
their heads and pushing them through a
huge assembly line that will cook and
package them for millions of customers
around the world.
The precision round-the-clock
operation, aided by a roasting oven that
spans the length of a football field, is one
reason China now dominates the world's
seafood trade, and supplies 80 percent of
America's imported eel and 70 percent of
its tilapia.
But the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration says Xulong and other
Chinese companies will be restricted from
selling certain types of seafood in the
United States because regulators keep
finding Chinese imports contaminated with
carcinogens and excessive antibiotic
residues.
Here in the Pearl River Delta area,
near Hong Kong, it is not hard to see why.
Rivers, lakes and coastal waterways are so
fouled with industrial chemicals or farm
effluents that many seafood exporters are
forced to rely on antibiotic drugs to keep
their fish alive.
China's coastal regions, after all,
are also home to its biggest factories,
which are famous for churning out
electronics, processing chemicals and
dumping mountains of toxic waste.
At the Xulong factory, officials
offered a tour of what they said was an upto-date plant that forces workers to
disinfect themselves by going through
multiple washing stations. The officials
showed off on-site testing labs and
boasted that pure water from a local
reservoir made their eel the best in China.
Even so, the company's eel has
been refused entry into the United States
on multiple occasions. Last April, the FDA
refused four shipments of roasted eel from
a nearby Xulong factory because they
contained residues of banned antibiotics
that could prove harmful to consumers.
In an interview here Saturday, Xu
Liming, vice chairman of the Xulong
Group, defended the quality and safety of
his products.
"There are a lot of poor places in
China that don't care about food safety,"
said Xu, who helped found the company
with two brothers in 1983. "But we're a big
company and we've invested a lot in food
safety. We're the only eel producer certified
to ship to Europe."

But if Xulong - which is the world's
biggest eel producer and claims to have
some of the cleanest operations in China at times cannot pass muster with U.S.
regulators, how many Chinese seafood
companies can?
The
question
has
huge
implications for the global seafood trade,
and for the United States, which imports 80
percent of the seafood Americans
consume.
The new FDA restrictions,
announced Thursday, effectively ban some
of China's biggest seafood imports,
including shrimp, catfish, eel and a type of
carp. The move drew a quick rebuke from
China, which Friday warned the United
States about acting "indiscriminately."
The heightened concern has also
set the stage for a nasty trade dispute.
After a series of high-profile recalls of
Chinese-made goods - from tainted
toothpaste and pet food to toxic toys and
defective tires - some members of
Congress are pushing for stronger
measures against Chinese imports. And
European Union officials say they are
considering their own restrictions.
Experts say a broader crackdown
could be a severe blow to China's $35
billion fish- and seafood-farming, or
aquaculture, industry, which is helping to
meet soaring demand for seafood at a time
when supplies of wild fish stocks are being
depleted.
" This is certainly bad for Chinese
aquaculture," said Rohana Subasinghe, a
fish-farming expert at the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization. "A ban on any
product to any major region or country has
tremendous repercussions for the country
and the industry."
China is already the leading
supplier of seafood, garlic and apple juice
concentrate to the United States, and it is
gaining market share in processed
vegetables, frozen foods and food
ingredients. That is worrying food safety
experts, who say U.S. regulators are ill
equipped to deal with China's rise as a
major food supplier.
"China has gone from literally
nowhere to No. 3 in food imports behind
Canada and Mexico," said Michael Doyle,
director of the Center for Food Safety at the
University of Georgia. "And if we're going to
continue to import more and more of our
food, we're going to have to have a better
inspection program."
In the United States alone,
Chinese seafood imports jumped from
about $550 million in 2001 to about $1.9
billion last year, about 22 percent of total
seafood imports. But 60 percent of the
seafood shipments that were refused entry
by U.S. regulators came from China.

Need Money?
Do you have a full time job?
If yes, call (514) 344-1499

devastate large schools of fish.
"When you're raising thousands
and thousands of fish together, you have
disease spreading," Schubert said. "And
the operators try to control that by using
drugs and antibiotics."
In addition, a recent study by
scientists from the Chinese Academy of
Sciences found that seafood products in
11 coastal cities in the Pearl River Delta
area were heavily contaminated with
pesticides, including DDT, which was
banned in China in 1983.
Many Chinese seafood exporters
say they get their supplies from local fish
farmers, who sometimes overuse
antibiotics. But the exporters also say the
FDA restrictions are overly harsh and
smack of politics.
"This is all about trade
protectionism," said Gao Hua, director of
quality at the Meihua Aquatic Processing
Factory in Fujian Province. "Some U.S.
states suddenly raised their standards on
the content of antibiotics in seafood in
April. Maybe they saw too many imports
from China."
States, Japan and the European
Union have pushed Beijing to improve
inspections.
"I think it would be better if the
media would stop playing up this issue,"
the Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman,
Qin Gang, said at a regular news briefing.
"China has taken measures and
enacted relevant legislation regarding
inspection and monitoring of its food
export process. China has been very
responsible in this regard to ensure the
good quality and safety of its exports," Qin
said.
Qin acknowledged there are
"some illegal and unscrupulous retailers"
and also attributed the problems to
differences between China's monitoring
systems and those of other countries. a

RESTAURANT
LA MAISON NEW KUM MON
6565 Cote des Neiges, Montreal, 5047 Henri Bourassa Est
Montréal, QC H1G 2S1
QC (Corner Appleton)
Tel.: (514) 322-3133, 322-3130
Bean Curd Seafood Soup
1/2 Crispy Chicken
Salt and Pepper Pork Loin
Stuffed Bean Curd with
Shrimps
Sauted Seasonal Vegetables
Steamed Rice
$37.95
4 Persons

Bean Curd Soup
1/2 Crispy Chicken
Shrimp Cake with Chinese
Broccoli
Sweet and Sour Pork
Seafood with Bean Curd in
Hot Pot
Salt and Pepper Squid
Fried Sea Bass Fish
Steamed Rice

Fish Maw Seafood Soup
Baked Lobster with Ginger
Seafood with Chinese
Broccoli
Saltand Pepper Cuttle Fish
Fried Sea Bass Fish
Steamed Rice
$58.95
4 Persons

Fish maw seafood soup
2 Baked Lobsters with Ginger
Seafood with Eggplant
in Hot Pot
Stuffed Bean Curd with
Shrimp
Seafood with Chinese broccoli
Fried Sea Bass Fish
House Fried Rice
Special Fried Noodles
$125.95

$63.95
6 Persons

AND GET CASH NOW!
Good & Bad Credit Accepted
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And those figures may not tell the
full story. Robert Schubert, director of
research at Food and Water Watch, a
nonprofit group, says the FDA is sampling
only a tiny fraction of the food shipments
entering U.S. ports, which means much of
the tainted seafood may be making it to
stores.
"The FDA needs its budget
massively increased, and it needs to
respond with more testing," said Schubert,
co-author of a study on the growth of U.S.
seafood imports.
What inspectors have found is
alarming. In May alone, regulators tagged
"filthy frozen scallops"; catfish, eel and
shrimp laced with banned chemicals;
unsafe additives; pesticides; and cancercausing agents.
EU officials say they have also
noticed a rise this year in the number of
Chinese seafood shipments turning up
with banned chemicals, despite strict
procedures, including food safety test
certificates presented by the Chinese
government.
"We are reviewing our measures
in light of a number of factors," Philip Tod,
a spokesman for the European
Commission, said Monday, noting that EU
member countries have issued nine
Chinese seafood alerts so far this year, up
from three in all of 2006. "That is a cause of
concern. We are aware there appears to
be a problem with veterinary medicine
residues."
This is not the first time Chinese
seafood has run into problems. In recent
years, the EU and Japan have both placed
restrictions on imports of Chinese seafood
after detecting banned antibiotics, like
malachite green. And this year, several
Southern states in the United States
banned or blocked imports of Chinese
catfish after detecting illegal antibiotics.
Part of the problem, experts say,
is that breeding ponds in China are
overcrowded to bolster production in the
gigantic factory-style fish farms. And fish
excrement and bacteria in the water can

F R E E D E L I V E RY
Minimum order of $10
Delivery hours:
11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

www.filipinostar.org

10 Persons

514-733-6029
514-733-1067
For party menu, call Kenny
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Rising sea levels pose threat to rice - study
July 9, 2007

Philippine Cuisine
Arroz Valenciana de
Lola Say

aside.
2. In the same fat, render off color the
atsuete seeds; discard seeds.
3. Saute garlic, onion and add tomato
sauce or fresh tomatoes.
4. Season with salt and pepper.
5. Add the fried meat and simmer until
tender.

Appetizer: Ginataang Talong

Ingredients:
3 cups of cooked white long grain rice
? cup oil
1 young chicken, cut into serving pieces
? kg. pork, cut into serving pieces
2 Tbsp. Garlic, macerated
1 large onion, sliced
1 8-oz tomato sauce or 6 large fresh
tomatoes
1 Tbsp. Salt
? tsp. White pepper
? tsp. Paprika
6 potatoes quartered and fried
1 small can sweet peas
1 red bell pepper, sliced
2 hard-boiled eggs, sliced
Procedure:
1. Fry the chicken pcs. in hot oil. Set

2 whole eggplants
1 minced onion
1 cup coconut cream
2 tbsp vegetable oil
4 tsp. salt
12 tsp. ground black pepper
1. Roast eggplants (whole) in an over,
then peel and chop them into small
cubes.
2. Mince the onion.
3. Fry onion in oil in a medium saucepan
until they appear clear.
4. Add eggplant and stir fry, adding the
salt and pepper
5. Remove from heat and cover with
coconut cream
6. Let sit for 10 minutes, then serve.

Rising sea levels triggered by
climate change pose an "ominous"
threat to some of the world's most
productive rice-growing areas, the
International Rice Research Institute
has warned.
The Philippines-based institution
is devoting fresh efforts to mitigating
the coming threat, but senior climate
scientist Reiner Wassman said
adequate funding had yet to
materialise.
"Some of Asia's most important
rice-growing areas are located in
low-lying deltas, which play a vital
role in regional food security and
supplying
export
markets,"
Wassman told the IRRI magazine
Rice Today.
"With Vietnam so dependent on
rice grown in and around low-lying
river deltas, the implications of a sealevel rise are ominous indeed."
Wassman said the impact of
global warming on the key cereal
"will depend on the actual patterns of

change in rice-growing regions".
But he warned a threatened rise
of between 10 and 85 centimetres in
sea levels over the next century
which could have "enormous"
impacts on some countries,
including key rice exporter Vietnam.
Wassman said both higher
maximum and higher minimum
temperatures could decrease rice
yields.
But he said the IRRI was
optimistic it would be able to
develop new varieties that could
cope with higher temperatures.
Scientists are also confident that
the resilience of rice production
systems to climate extremes, such
as floods and droughts, can be
improved, he said.
However, he warned it unclear to
what extent the impact of higher sea
levels could be compensated for,
and
what
the
costs
and
socioeconomic consequences of
any such changes would be. a

Philippine Driver Returns Lost Money
July 9, 2007

He needed the money for his
sick wife and overdue rent, but
honesty prevented a motorcycle
taxi driver from keeping $17,000
left behind by a passenger.
Iluminado Boc returned the
money to police in Tagbilaran city
on central Bohol island last week,
the Philippine Daily Inquirer
reported Monday. The woman who
lost the bag of cash had just
reported it to police when Boc

showed up at the precinct.
"It was not mine," Boc was
quoted as saying.
Boc, 45, said he was struggling
financially because his wife was
taken to a hospital the same day he
found the money, and they had
unpaid rent.
The owner rewarded him with
$32 _ about seven times what a
motorcycle taxi driver makes a day.
a
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First 3 lines
99
$1.50 per extra line
(maximum 4 words a line, font size 10)
Classified Advertising- cheapest way to
advertise!
Call 514-485-7861
Ads must be prepaid. Send text via E-Mail
to: filipinostar2@yahoo.com
or Fax: 514-485-3076

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Pizza Restaurant on Van Horne Ave.,
excellent location, good potential, call
owner direct 514-928-6822

COURSES
Centre 2000 Professional Training

Specials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dental Assistant
Pharmacy Assistant
Nursing Aide
Daycare Provider
Security Agent
French Course (conversation)

Info: Call 514-342-1000
Dental care provided at competitive

New rates - cleaning $49, etc.
4950 Queen Mary Rd. Suite 351

C.D.N APT'S FOR RENT
C.D.N. APT’S FOR RENT
Plamondon-Legaré 3½ $595 Aug.
(514) 341-4647, (514) 735-2985
Bourret-Victoria 3½ $615,
4½ $720 Sept.
(514) 735-2985, (514) 575-4961
Heat Appliances Elevator Renovated
WE SPEAK TAGALOG

DRIVING

NDG APT

Licensed driving instructor with manyyear experience and tips on how
to pass the road test. Good price.

Bright, large, renovated, heated 4 1/2
apt. $655, Randall Av and Cote StLuc Rd, Call Maria Cabrales
514-489-3617

Jason 514-691-1816.
*
*
*
*

Car available for EXAM
1 hour practice only $25 (tax incl.)
Many examples of first time success
packages available

CLEANERS WANTED

MR. KHALIL (514) 965-0903

Commercial building cleaning
company seeking cleaners, preferably
with experience
Call 514-731-9682 or Fax CV to (514)
731-2059

Quebec certified driving instructor
with 11 years experience in giving
driving lessons. Exam car
available

DAYCARE COURSE

DUPLEX FOR
RENT

Early childhood education
courses to prepare you to work
in a daycare or establish your
own home daycare
classes begin soon

Call 514-485-7861
to register.

Toton 514-969-9622

CDN AREA, 5 1/2 upper
duplex on quiet street, large
living room, moving date
negotiable, August 1 or later,
equipped with new
washer/dryer, heated
Call 514-485-7861

www.filipinostar.org

NURSING AID
Flexible schedules, new
classes start soon.
Call 514-485-7861 for
appointment.

WANTED
General Employees and
Fork Lift Drivers
Phone: 514-570-8429

WESTMOUNT
APARTMENTS
$450 - $650
2200 - 2220 Claremont Ave. corner
Sherbrooke near Metro Vendome,
Heat, Hot water, refrigerator stove,
elevator, coin laundry, interior parking
514-481-3498 & 514-489-6716
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TOURISM
Boracay
Island
Paradise for the world’s
sun worshipers

Crystal Cave, Boracay

Sunset on Boracay Island

Nami Beach, one of the more luxurious accommodations on Boracay island, is located along a white beach which has three boat stations.
www.filipinostar.org

July 2007
When you want to see the sea,
sand and the sun Boracay is the best
place! Hailed as one of the finest
beaches in the world, the island has
definitely lived-up to its name. The
sparkling, translucent water and
pleasant, warm weather will surely
entice you for more. It’s a really nice
getaway for your friends and family.
This beautiful paradise island is
part of the Western Visayas islandgroup located in Region 6 and
surrounded on the northwest part by
the province of Mindoro and on the
north by Romblon. The province of
Aklan is your access to the island and
Akeanon is widely spoken there as well
as Filipino and English.
There is nothing much to say
with the history of the island besides
being part of Aklan where it is
connected. A couple of decades ago,
Boracay were nothing more than a
simple fishing village where a typical
local house is composing of a bamboo
and nipa hut. The beginning of tourism
transformed Boracay completely.
Because of its exceptional beauty,
tourists began arriving and now it

11
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becomes one of the country’s hottest
attractions.
Boracay brags of its powdered-like
white sand beach and cerulean waters
and one of its best appeals is its fourkilometer White Beach. Its’ contiguous
water is so low and sands so refined
and shiny that it is dubbed as one of
the best beaches in the world.
Because of its beauty and grace,
the island is a perfect site for all kinds
of water sports.
Here, you can
participate in an exciting and thrilling
aqua adventure. You can swim,
snorkel, scuba dive, wind surf, sailboat,
kayak, board sail or simple just canoe
around. Many popular activities and
competition are held in the island, like
the annual Paraw Regatta, where
international sailboat race can be seen.
After an afternoon of fun in the
sun, have a blast with the islands
superb nightlife. Swing and boogie all
night with their beach discos, have fun
under the glow of the moon and the
sensational feel of the sand while you
dance. Boracay is surely a one big
party place and all you see is Fun, Fun,
Fun! . a

Enjoy a visit to Park Safari
on Sunday, August 26, 2007
Organized by
Gilmore International College
Call 514-485-7861 for information

Assembly place: Plamondon Metro (Van Horne Exit)
Departure time: 8:00 A.M. Sharp
Return to Montreal:
5:00 P.M.
Hours:
Mon.-Tues. Wed.
Thursday -Friday
Saturday

8 AM-5 PM
8 AM-9 PM
8 AM-5 PM

Closed on Sundays.

Fill up your freezer for the winter season.
Pork loin
Approximately
15 lbs

Beef
Blade steak

2.19lb

2.99lb

Half or Whole
pork
Cut & Wrapped

Approximately 200 lbs

Home smoked
meat

Boneless leg
of ham

1.99lb

3.79lb

Pork Spare Ribs

1 litre of fresh
blood with purchase
1/2 pork

2.29lb

.29lb

8

Regular smoked
bacon

4.79lb

Beef
short ribs

Fresh Belly
with skin

2

0.99lb

Front quarter of beef

1.39 lb

.99

Picnic ham
(with bone)

10 lbs & over

2.99lb

lb

4.69lb

St.Chrysostome St. Remi St. Edouard

Napierville

Fresh pork blood
 Fresh bacon
 Fresh liver
 Pork skin


Available

203
Havelock

Sherrington
Barrington
Hemmingford
Jackson Road

202

219

Lacolle
Sortie
Exit No.6

Canada
219

Parc
Safari

Class

Covey Hill Road
Boucherie Viau Inc.
Malone

Moders

U. S. A.
Champlain

83 Covey Hill, Hemmingford QC J0L 1H0
You can find almost anything along Borocay’s beaches; from Bonzai growing on rocks,

to traditional fishing boats, to a perfect place in the shade to take in the view
www.filipinostar.org

Tel.: (450) 247-2130 or (450) 247-3561
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100% Job opportunity!
A big demand exists
for properly trained healthcare providers.

Guests at the Novo Ecijano party at the Holiday Inn, June 30,2007

Register now in a nursing aid course (P.A.B.)
or personal support worker (PSW)
Call for an appointment to register at
Gilmore International College
Telephone

514-485-7861

Ambasador Jose Brillantes posing with the Executive Board of the Novo Ecijano
Association of Quebec during the gala party, June 30, 2007 at Holiday Inn

www.filipinostar.org

July 2007
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North American Filipino Star Photo Gallery

A close up photo of Gary Valenciano
while singing a sentimental song

Quebec citadel tour by students and friends of Gilmore International College, June 24 2007. Tour Guide: Valerie (8th from left)

Aida Padida with her mom at Citadel

Gaby and Gary Valenciano performing a number

Zenaida Kharroubi in a cable car at Montmorency Falls ,
June 24, 2007

www.filipinostar.org

Gary Valenciano poses with Zenaida Kharroubi and
Betty Corpuz, during welcome dinner, June 9, 2007

14
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SHOWBIZ GOSSIP
June no longer an
unlucky month for
Ruffa Gutierrez

Yes, June is no longer an unlucky
month for Ruffa Gutierrez. It used to be
that during this, her birthday month, a
lot of unfavorable things would happen
to her. Controversies and intrigues
would always hound her. This time, her
marital split from husband Yilmaz
Bektas happened in May, but the word
war and mudslinging between the
couple continued till early this June and
finally has stopped.
Yes, as Ruffa has happily said "the
storm is over for me. Yilmaz has
apologized for all the bad things he'd
said about me, and I've forgiven him,
knowing that he said all those in the fit
of anger. Ganun naman siya, he would
hurt me in the past, but then he would
always, in remorse, ask for my
forgiveness. I hope that in the future we
would be able to talk at length, and
who knows we could still be friends?
After all, we have two beautiful
daughters and this fact would bind us
forever. Someday, I'd want him to come
over to visit them.
"But in the meantime, I'd like to
focus on my career and do more
productive endeavors. And about our
marital problem, I've said enough, I've
said everything in the past weeks so I
wouldn't want to say anything more.
You'll have to talk to my lawyers if you
have any more questions about Yilmaz
and me."
Everything really happens with a
reason, she added. "If this trial in my
marriage didn't happen, I wouldn't be
here today to resume my showbiz
career."
With the many projects coming her
way, and with the tremendous support
given her by family, friends, associate
and colleagues, it seems this unlucky
notion (of June being an unlucky
month of her) has been reversed. And

she feels so blessed, she said.
The thing that makes her so happy
now is that "the storm is over and so it's
time to move on, to be happy and to
focus on my career," she said during
the press conference that ABS–CBN
held for her to announce that she has
officially replaced Kris Aquino as cohost of the network's toprating Sunday
showbiz-oriented talk show "The Buzz."
"Officially, starting on Sunday
which is also my birthday, kapamilya na
ako, so this is a joyous occasion."
Aside from "The Buzz," Ruffa said she'll
be doing a sineserye (based on the
movie "Kookey" which starred Alma
Moreno) and another project for
ABS–CBN. "I'm so grateful to the
network for the projects they've linedup for me."
Watch her this coming Sunday on
"The Buzz" which will be special since
it's also her birthday. By the way, Ruffa's
birthday wish is "to have peace of mind,
for Yilmaz and me to be able to talk at
length someday, be civil to each other
and settle things for the sake of our
children, to really move on and close
the page and start another chapter in
my life."
What gift would she buy herself on
her birthday? She'd rather give back,
since she'd received more than enough
in life, she said. "I'll visit some charitable
organizations and do some gift-giving.
I'll also be at the Museo Pambata on
Saturday to read for about 100
children." a

Songbird na si Regine Velasquez.
Sa kauna-unahang pagkakataon
ay sabay na nagpa-interview sina Ogie
Alcasid
at
Regine
Velasquez
pagkatapos ng exclusive tell-all
interview ni Ogie sa June 2007 issue ng
YES! Magazine.
Magkasamang humarap sa media
kahapon, June 20, sa Los Angeles ang
dalawa at malaya nilang pinag-usapan
ang tungkol sa kanilang relasyon. Sa
Scientology Celebrity Center sa Los
Angeles , California , naganap ang
pagpapa-interview nang sabay nina
Ogie at Regine sa media.
Ito ay may kaugnayan sa press
conference ng Love To Laugh concert
sa Los Angeles ni Ogie kasama si Ai-Ai
delas Alas. Special guests sa nasabing
concert sina Regine at Martin Nievera.
Ayon sa correspondent ng PEP
(Philippine Entertainment Portal) sa
L.A. , nag-dialogue daw si Regine na
“I'm here in Los Angeles because of
Ogie. This is the first time we faced the
press as a couple, and I'm happy. I'm
happy to be with Ogie.” a

ang nangyari, napaaga nang kaunti
having another boyfriend because of
Vic."
Will they face the altar soon? "No.
We’re not in a rush. But if ever, I want it
to be a small, simple and solemn
wedding. I’m not particular about my
gown or the reception. The important
thing is the people who’ll be there and
I only want those who really matter to
us." a

Toni
Gonzaga
attracted to her
director

Pia
prefers
small,
simple
wedding

Regine is ready to
quit her career
for Ogie

Buong buhay ko inialay ko sa
career ko, sa audience ko. Ngayon
naman, gusto kong magkaroon ng
kaligayahan. Kung kinakailangan kong
i-give up ang career ko para lang kay
Ogie,
gagawinko,”
habang
maluhaluhang ipinahayag ng Asia 's

July 2007

We asked Pia Guanio the most
endearing qualities of Vic Sotto. "He’s
very patient," she says. "I’m amazed at
the amount of understanding he has.
My past boyfriend (Mike Jacob), kapag
nandiyan na, nape-pressure ako to
finish my work right away. Pero si Vic,
dahil siguro he’s also in showbiz, he
doesn’t mind waiting. He’s also a good
mentor in various work concerns. He
watches all my shows then gives me
feedback. He has wide experience
about hosting so I really value his
opinion, sila ni Joey de Leon."
Why did she break up with Mike?
"Siguro, it just ran out of gas after seven
years."
Who initiated the break up? "I did. I
felt it’s not going anywhere and I’ve
become so busy that my work became
my priority. I told myself I’m going to
give my heart a rest for a while, pero

www.filipinostar.org

It looks like Toni Gonzaga is truly
attracted to Paul Soriano who directed
the music video of her new album
"Falling in Love," released by Star
Records. "He is mabait kasi and
talented. Magaling pa siya as a director.
He is every inch a gentleman, too,"
says Toni.
Is he courting her? "I hope so," she
responds. "I do think he will make a
good boyfriend."
Paul, at 25, is as handsome as his
dad, commercial director Jeric Soriano,
and lolo, the late matinee idol Nestor
de Villa. Had he chosen to follow his
grandpa’s footsteps, he easily can give
several actors today, a run for their
money.
Paul, though, would rather do
directing like his dad. Now a full
fledged director like Jeric, he wants to
try the movies, too. Jeric once directed
a movie, "Hot Shot," starring Aga
Muhlach and Gary Valenciano.
We asked Toni which among the
songs in her album would describe her
feelings for Paul right now.
"Catch Me I’m Fallin," she replies
with a wink. "It happens to be one of my
favorites, too."
"Catch Me I’m Fallin" is also the
theme song of the No. 1 Koreanovela,
"Which Star Are You From?" which airs
daily on ABS- CBN.
In the album, Toni sings "I’ve Fallen
for You," a Jamie Rivera original. It will
also be the theme song of a movie,
which stars Kim Chiu and Gerald
Anderson, under Star Cinema with Lino
Cayetano at the helm.
Also included in the album is
"You’re My Right and Wrong," which
Toni herself composed. a
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Who will be the first-ever
Mister Philippines?

An American face to trafficking’ Pinoy workers in Iraq
A finger-length metal shard on a white
tissue nearly made Ailyn Mateo’s
mother faint. Taken from Ailyn’s right
shoulder, the shrapnel from a bomb
that killed 22 armed combatants and 11
civilians is a terrible testament to
Filipino desperation for work, even in
the hell hole of Iraq.
Ailyn, a mother of two, is a migrant
worker whose survival from that
episode in a now four-year old war was
captured in “Someone Else’s War,” a
documentary by the Chinese-American
filmmaker Lee Wang.
Shown recently to NGOs and
government officials, the 24-minute
video documentary revealed the
uncanny ability of Ailyn Mateo and
over-6,000 Filipinos like her to earn a
living deep in violence-riddled Iraq.
It also showed an elaborate trail of
hiring “third-country nationals” -or
TCNs, as migrant laborers from the
Philippines, India, Sri Lanka, and Nepal
are called– through recruiters in Kuwait
and the United Arab Emirates.
“Someone Else’s War” showed
that Filipino workers remain available
despite a three-year old government
ban on their going to Iraq. Director
Wang and his producers, as well as

Filipino migrants’ rights advocates
consider the continued recruitment of
Filipino hired help for American military
bases in Baghdad a form of trafficking
—and the accountability trail for
whatever happens to these workers
leads to US companies. a

July 5, 2007
Unlike their female counterparts,
male pageant candidates do not have
platforms on education, environment
protection, communicable diseases,
children’s rights and world peace.
Nevertheless, their pageants can be as
exciting and colorful as the beauty
pageants we’ve all grown to watching
all these years.
A new male pageant has been
launched for the first time in the
Philippines, and its task is to select the
country’s deserving representatives to
three of the most prestigious male
pageants in the world. On Sunday, July
8, pageant aficionados will troop to the
Palacio de Maynila on Roxas
Boulevard to witness the first-ever
Mister Philippines 2007 pageant.
The three winners will be the
country’s official candidates to the
following international competitions:
the Mister International pageant to be
held in Mexico by the end of October;
the Mister ExpoWorld International in
Guatemala sometime November and
the first International Man pageant to
be hosted by Indonesia in December.
Eleven modern Filipino men from
the different regions have passed
through a rigid screening process: Ian
Leonel Porlayagan (Nueva Ecija),
Joaquin Casado (Cebu), Michael
Raymond Lim (Manila), Jose Bernardo
Roa (Cagayan de Oro), Christian de la
Cruz (Ilocos Norte), Dennis Barrion
(Cavite), Genesis Cabrillas (Baguio),
Rico Lazaro (Cavite), Louie Stefan
Zambarrano
(Guimaras),
Gilbert
Malabanan (Caloocan) and Robert
Pare (General Santos).
They will be joined by three
candidates representing the Filipino
communities in Germany and Canada.
Carsten Ertel and Michael Koegel are
both half-Germans and Nino Sazon
was born and raised in Toronto,
Canada.
Mister Philippines organization
president Robert Delgado has
reiterated that the local contest will
follow strict international standards and
factors
like
height,
physique,
personality and wit will determine the
final winners. “Of course, the winners

we are looking for must be able to
represent the country very well. They
must be charming, pleasant, and their
physical attributes must be of worldclass standards so when they are lined
up with the contestants from the other
participating countries, they will not be
dwarfed and brushed aside,” he
explained
during
the
press
presentation of the candidates at the
Imperial Palace Suites in Quezon City.
Looming as early favorites are two
of the tallest candidates, Christian de la
Cruz from Ilocos and Filipino-Chinese
boy-next-door Michael Raymond Lim
from Binondo, Manila. De la Cruz took
a nine-hour bus ride just to make it to
the Manila screening. Lim is a former
basketball
varsity
player
with
endearing boyish charm, ready o take
on show business.
Other potential winners include
Jose Bernardo Roa, whose natural
curly locks make him look like a South
American, and Ian Porlayagan, a fairskinned farmer from Nueva Ecija who
divides his time between his work in
the rice fields and taking care of his
sick mother.
Fil-Canadian Nino Sazon used to
be with the singing group 604. Robert
Pare is a clinical instructor who hails
from Cagayan de Oro. The German
duo, are also touted to be strong
contenders, but we have received
reports that they are not very friendly
and they continue to detach
themselves from the other candidates.
Some of the brightest talents have
joined forces to ensure the success of
this pageant. Ace photographer
Wesley Villarica spent a day taking
their photographs at his Parallax
Studio in Makati. Beauty queen, model
and comebacking actress Bing
Pimentel is giving the candidates
personality enhancement workshops.
Frederick Peralta is providing the
official swimwear and the candidates
will be featured in a special fashion
show modeling the creations of Raoul
Ramirez, choreographed by Catalino
Figueroa. Angel Aquino will host the
pageant. a

Special Summer Promotion!
Between 10 - 25% off
any international flight any destination - any airline - any time
For specials on Philippines, Asia, Europe,
North & South America, Australia,
New Zealand, Africa, etc.

Call (514) 813-0270 or
(514)677-2FLY(2359)

Book Now to get the discount!
Guaranteed best prices in town.
E-Mail: 1001tours@gmail.com
www.filipinostar.org
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Albert Candoleta

Noel Mendigorin

Sylvestre “Boy”
Pimentel
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Elected coup plotter vows to fight
Arroyo in Philippine Senate
July 1, 2007
Filipino scientist has been chosen
as 2ailed military mutineer Antonio
Trillanes on Friday took his oath as
senator, promising to use his new
position to work for the ouster of
Philippine President Gloria Arroyo.

Jailed military mutineer Antonio Trillanes
took his oath as senator, promising to use
his new position to work for the ouster of
Philippine President Gloria Arroyo
Trillanes, 36, was allowed out of
detention to take his oath in a suburb
of Manila following his victory in the

May 14 midterm elections.
More than 11 million voted for the
former navy lieutenant accused of
leading a failed military mutiny that
paralysed Manila's financial district in
July 2003. The rising was swiftly
crushed without a shot being fired
when the rest of the military refused to
join the revolt.
Trillanes told reporters Friday that
when he begins his work in the Senate
next month, he would work to prove
Arroyo cheated to win the May 2004
presidential elections.
"If we want to serve the country, we
have to get rid of Gloria Arroyo," he
said. He declined to give details.
Trillanes ran as part of the
opposition slate while in detention in a
military stockade. He is still on trial on
charges of trying to topple the
government.
A case is now pending in court on
whether Trillanes can be allowed out of
detention to attend Senate sessions.
The 24-member Senate is
dominated by Arroyo opponents who
have consistently charged that the
president cheated to beat the
opposition presidential candidate,
movie star Fernando Poe, in 2004. a
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Pinoy discoverer of drug more potent than morphine
hailed as 2007 Harvard Scientist of the year
July 9, 2007
Filipino scientist has been chosen
as 2007 Harvard Foundation Scientist
of the Year for his discovery of a drug
component proven to be more potent
than pain-killing morphine.
Dr. Baldomero M. Olivera, a
University of the Philippines BS
Chemistry alumnus, worked on
developing a unique peptide source -venomous Conus sp. marine snails
(Cone shells) which are abundant in
the Philippines, which could be used
as alternative drug to patients suffering
from disorders such as Alzheimers or
epilepsy.
Olivera and his team of experts
have identified and characterized
several dozen neurotoxins that target
specific ion channels in the central
nervous system.
Olivera's studies bared that the
toxins derived from the snail affect the
nervous system in different ways some instantly shock the snail's prey,
as does the sting of an electric eel,
scorpion or sea anemone. Others
cause paralysis, like the venoms of
cobras and Japanese puffer fish.

www.filipinostar.org

His discoveries are now widely
used in neuroscience research. Major
pharmaceutical firms abroad have
been testing the potential of dozens of
cone snail toxins to treat epilepsy,
cardiovascular disease and other
disorders.
He has joined the roster of experts
in the field of neuropharmacology, a
branch of science which deals with the
study of drugs and nervous system.
Such field is the branch of medicine
that studies the effects of drugs on the
nervous system and his works.
Olivera, fondly known as 'Toto' to
his friends, earned a degree in B.S. in
chemistry from the University of the
Philippines.
He has also a Ph.D. in chemistry from
the California Institute of Technology
with Dr. Norman Davidson, and did
postdoctoral work at Stanford
University with Dr. I. Robert Lehman.
Beginning with his selection as a
Fulbright Scholar in 1961, Dr. Olivera
has continued to receive honors and
awards and has served on several
editorial boards. a
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Real Estate Tips
Rent or buy your own property?
By Rachel Reyes
Century 21 Services Plus
514-817-5000
Renting an apartment is not a
bad idea - you don’t have to pay city
taxes, pay a fortune for a renovation,
insurance and maintenance. But
buying your property is a decision to
make when you visualize your long
term goal. First, it’s an investment you
make. You pay every month the same
amount as you pay when you are
renting. Second, anything you spend
for decorations and maintenance will
add more value to your house. In a few
years’ time, your equity will help you
tremendously financially. The first
question to ask is: “Am I ready to buy
or not?” Here are few reminders when
buying your property.
1.
Analyze your finances by
reconciling your revenues against your
debts such as credit cards, line of
credit or other loans. You can walk in at
any bank and have a mortgage
specialists help you to get a preapproval at no cost. Banks or any
financial institution can calculate your
revenue by taking the GDR or Gross
Debt Ratio. By computing the GDR
they will come up with the amount after
calculating all your debts and
expenses and tell you how much you
can afford to buy. Getting a preapproval will allow you to decide on
what kind of property you can afford.
Is it a single dwelling house or a
duplex?
2.
Once you get pre-approved,
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Electric jeepney rolls out in Makati
July 4, 2007
The ubiquitous jeepney, a brightly
painted commuter minibus that has
been roaming the Philippines since
World War II, has just become
healthier.
The country’s first electricpowered jeepneys (e-Jeepney) rolled
off Makati City Friday in an initial test
drive.
The 10 to 12-seater electricpowered version of the vehicle that has
its origin in surplus US Army jeeps
were developed by Greenpeace and
the Makati City government and
financed by the Green Renewable
Independent Power Producer Inc
(GRIPP) in an effort to encourage the
use of alternative fuels as well as to
reduce the effects of greenhouse
gases on climate change. The vehicles
were made in China.

mobile billboards in the promotion of
cleaner energy at a time of growing
concern over the impact of global
warming due to worsening pollution.
Solarco, the sole distributor and
marketer of the E-jeeps, will pilot the
rest of the 50 units in Bacolod City in
Negros Occidental later this month.
"The iconic jeepney remains, but
without wasteful and carbon emitting
diesel, while providing increased
incomes to the vehicles' drivers,"
GRIPP’s Athena Ronquillo said. "If the
project is successful, our hope is that
the project will be replicated in other
cities in the country and possibly other
Asian capitals."
Greenpeace said Makati has
agreed to provide a facility that will
generate power for the jeepneys using
wastes
from
the
city's
food
establishments and wet markets.

check if you have the budget for the
notary fee, adjustments of taxes
(municipal and school taxes), welcome
tax, and moving expenses. Knowing
that you have the budget for these
expenses will make you much more at
ease and happy before moving into the
house.
3.
After having been preapproved, you pick your favorite agent
or an agent referred by a friend or a
relative. Engaging an agent is always
advised by the ACAIQ (Association des
courtiers et agents immobiliers du
Quebec) and it’s absolutely free of
service because it is the vendor who
pays for both agents. Agents can help
you do the shopping for you and will
tell you the beauty or bad sides of one
property compared with the others.
Agents will always protect your
interest, negotiate for you and most
definitely will help you to decide which
property suits you as a buyer and your
finance.
4.
Inspections:
As I always
suggest to my clients, do the
inspection regardless of whether or not
the house is relatively new. Expect that
there are some defaults in the house
especially when it takes so much
money to repair a default. You can
definitely use this default in
renegotiating the price even after the
price has already been accepted. a
An e-jeepney, left, during its test run Wednesday, July 4, 2007 in Manila's financial
district of Makati.
The e-Jeepneys are powered by
"The
electric
jeepneys
five-horsepower electric motor engines demonstrate how cities can help
with 12 batteries that, at full capacity, mitigate the problem of climate
2nd Info Session/Seminar - 2:00 P.M.
allow the vehicles to run 120 to 140 change," said Von Hernandez,
Sunday, August 26, 2007 at 4711 Van Horne Avenue
kilometers at around 40 kilometers per campaigns director for Greenpeace
hour.
Southeast Asia.
Call 514-733-8915 or 514-485-7861 to reserve
The batteries are charged for eight
Ronquillo said drivers were
hours on ordinary 220-volt power expected to earn two or three times
sockets at a minimum cost of P120. In more because of savings on fuel.
Côte Ste-Catherine
contrast,
regular
fume-spewing
"Greenpeace supports solutions5497 A Victoria, Suite 104, Montreal
jeepneys guzzle P300 (US$6.50) or oriented technological and scientific
more of diesel each day.
innovations that can help stop climate
Each e-Jeepney costs at least change,” Hernandez said. “The e* Qualified Instructors
P400,000 to build, around P100,000 Jeepneys are a clear example of our
* High success rate for S. A. A. Q examination
more than most shop-built diesel ‘Simple Lang’ project that calls upon
* Pick-up and Drop-off service available
jeepneys.
Filipino citizens and institutions to
Robert Puckett, president of the adopt simple yet effective measures to
* Monitors certified by Quebec Safety League
Solar Electric Company Inc. (Solarco), help avert catastrophic climate
* Very competitive prices
which designed the engines, said 50 change.” a
* Student discounts
electric e-Jeepneys will serve as

Filipino Solidarity Cooperative

DRIVELINES DRIVING SCHOOL

Tel: (514) 344- 0085, web: www.drivelines.ca

DR. EMILIA ESPIRITU
CHIRURGIEN DENTISTE / DENTAL
SURGEON

5790 COTE DES NEIGES RD.
SUITE A-024
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
H3S 1Y9

PHONE: 514-340-8222 (4077)
E-Mail: dr_e_pin@yahoo.ca

www.filipinostar.org
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Global
Perspectives

Isaac T. Goodine

Canada Philippine Business Council
The
Canada
Philippine
Business Council, (CPBC), held its
Annual General Meeting in Ottawa on
June 8, 2007 and appointed several
new directors of the Corporation and
accepted resignations from others on
completion of their respective terms.
During the AGM, chaired by the
Council’s President, Alicia Natividad,
the CPBC appointed the following
persons as directors to hold office until
their successors are appointed: Dr.
Elliott Tepper, Isaac (Ike) Goodine,
Otch von Finkenstein, Dr. Yuri Canete,
Dr. Bill Pomfret, Patrick Cuenco, and
Peter Kucherepa. A vote of thanks for
past service was extended to the
following council members who
tendered their resignations as
directors: Rafael Nebres, Arturo
Santos, Hazel Alpuerto, and Grace Yip.
The CPBC is a legal entity,
duly registered with Corporations
Canada, and is the only cross-Canada
business association dedicated to the
advancement of trade and investment
between Canada and the Philippines.
As such, the Council is well positioned
to strengthen the links between
Canada and the Philippines in
commercial as well as cultural
exchange. It is in that context that the
newly appointed directors seem
uniquely qualified to help promote
mutually profitable undertakings in
three interrelated sectors of human
development including; economic
development as a necessary factor in
overcoming poverty, fair trade laws and
anti-corruption practices that facilitate
international
trade,
and
internationalization of education and
training designed to unlock cultural
resources
that
promote
an
understanding of the benefits of unity
in diversity.
After the AGM, the first
directors meeting of the CPBC was
held on June 18, 2007, in Ottawa, with
one director, Dr. Yuri Canete,
participating by Phone-Link from his
home
base
in
Cornerbrook,
Newfoundland, and is was agreed that
the directors will meet on a monthly
basis from now on. The next meeting
will address aspects of a division of
responsibilities and assignment of
individual roles. Each new director
brings special interest and unique
experience to enliven discussions and
enrich the proceedings of the Council.
Dr. Elliott Tepper is a Professor at
Carleton University, Ottawa, and serves

as board member of Canada-Indo
Business Council, Pakistan Canada
Business Council, Friends of Sri Lanka,
President of Canadian Asian Studies
Association,
and
member
of
Immigration Canada Advisory Council
on Research.
Dr. Yuri Canete is a Medical Doctor and
Entrepreneur, based in Cornerbrook,
Newfoundland with business and
family links in Cebu, Philippines.
Patrick Cuenco is a board member of
the Hong Kong Canada Business
Association and Junior Hong Kong
Canada Business Association. He is
based in Ottawa and involved in
Investment Marketing.
Dr. Bill Pomfret, based in Kanata, is
President and Founder of International
Caregiver Development Centre and
President
of
Safety
Projects
international Inc. He has long standing
links in the Philippines.
Otch von Frinkenstein, is Managing
Director of Palliser International. He
also has diplomatic experience and
strong interest promoting business in
the Philippines.
Peter Kucherpa is an independent
Lawyer based in Ottawa. He has
previous experience in the Philippines
and is an energetic supporter of the
CPBC.
As a new board member, I have
expressed interest in the Education
portfolio. I am already a board member
of
the
International
Educators
Association of Canada; Advisory
Committee of the Colombo Plan Staff
College, Manila; and a member of the
Speakers Bureau of the World Bank,
Washington, D.C. and continue to
support Gilmore College, in Montreal
whose founder, Zenaida Ferry
Kharroubi, is also a member of the
CPBC.
The challenge for the CPBC is
to find the ways and means to harness
the diverse interests and demonstrated
skills of the directors, first, and through
them the general membership, to bring
to bear the expertise that is scattered at
the moment. If the CPBC can provide a
lens to focus the energy currently
expended through an array of efforts
the resultant synergy would bring
benefits far greater than the sum of the
individual efforts. To do this we would
need to address the deep seated
cultural conditioning that has created
the solitudes that insulate us from
others.
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Much has been accomplished to
promote Canada-Philippines relations
in the past so there is a solid base on
which to build. On the other hand,
much of what was accomplished in the
past has been lost because the
experience was not adequately
institutionalized
as
corporate
knowledge. And it has much to do with
the concept of solitudes. Canada’
relationship with the Philippines took a
great leap forward after the EDSA
Revolution in 1987 when Canada
joined in with several development
agencies, coordinated by the World
Bank, and agreed to provide financial
and technical assistance to the
Government’s National Economic
Development Authority (NEDA) to
enable the Philippines—then the Lame
Duck of South East Asia—to catch up
with the neighboring NICs of Asia as
the Newly Industrialized Countries
were called. This coincided with the
changes in Canada when the
Government decided that, based on
experience; the Canadian International
Development
Agency
would
concentrate its efforts on Human
Resource Development and make
HRD the lens through which to focus
official development assistance (ODA).
To do this CIDA would decentralize
operations by placing professional
development officers in the field. The
Philippines became a Decentralized
Post for CIDA and NEDA assigned the
task of capacity building through HRD
to Canada as its main role in the
economic development plan. The plan
was euphemistically called the “Mini
Marshall Plan” and was designed to
utilize pledges from several donors to
invest a total of 10 billion dollars in
development
projects
in
the
Philippines, provided that the Country
could demonstrate an absorptive
capacity to handle such investments.
In consultation with NEDA, Canada
approved a $125, 000,000 Country
Program designed to provide a full
range of human resource development
activities needed for the Philippines to
convert educated people into a
technologically competent workforce
comparable to the NICs of Asia. An
integral part of the country program
involved institutional linkages of
Filipino institutions with counterparts
from Canada. The Canadian executing
agencies included the Association of
Canadian Community Colleges, McGill
University, Dalhousie University, and
the University of Calgary as well as
number
Non
Governmental
Organizations and Intergovernmental
agencies. The success of these
linkages depended heavily on crosscultural technology transfer through
skills development and necessitated
workshops in cross-cultural team
building and leadership development
designed
specifically
to
help

www.filipinostar.org

participants transcend the respective
solitudes or cultural paradigms that
formed their comfort zone.
A series of cross-cultural
communications workshops were
successful in enabling Canadians and
Filipinos to work more effectively
together once they were able to
recognize and accept cultural
differences. The experience was
documented and the processes were
institutionalized during the period of
decentralized
operations
only.
However, once that period ended and
operations reverted to control from
Headquarters in Canada, much of the
benefit of cross-cultural training was
lost, except for the individuals who
learned from the practical experience. I
am one of the persons most involved
and have retained the reports and
training materials that are still valid for
workshops in cross-cultural team
building and leadership development.
Many of the Filipinos and Canadians
who benefited from these crosscultural programs are still active; Some
Canadians opted to stay in the
Philippines, and some Filipinos opted
to Immigrate to Canada. Several of
these people would be available to
assist me and the CPBC in providing
cross-cultural workshops on both
sides of the Pacific; that is in Canada
and in the Philippines. Trade missions
would benefit greatly from such
workshops and follow-up sessions
would be arranged on demand and
custom designed for the participants.
Gilmore College, in Montreal, and the
Colombo Plan Staff College in Manila
could serve as venues for such
workshops. Gilmore College already
has a Mandate to conduct programs
under the auspices of the Forum for
International Trade Training (FITT) and
the Colombo Plan Staff College
already offers custom designed
courses under an International
Business and Management (IBM)
program. Both the FITT and IBM
programs
are
internationally
recognized. Currently the FITT
program is well suited for trade with the
United States, but not so much for
other places, and the IBM courses are
aimed at working in the Asia Pacific
region where Canadians are not very
active just now. It is possible to develop
a custom designed module to
complement these programs that
would be specific to the needs of the
CPBC membership. Once again I am
reminded of the words of Monod, who
said:
Between the big things that we
can not do;
And the little things that we will
not do;
The danger is that we will do
nothing. a

Be prepared for the global economy
Register now in

International Trade
Call 514-485-7861
Gilmore International College
4950 Queen Mary Road Penthouse
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Cooperative News

By Zenaida Ferry Kharroubi

Montreal, July 7, 2007 - We
have just received the applications for
membership of three prominent
members of the community and they
are all in the same family - the
Pelausas. This gesture of trust and
support of the Cooperative will go a
long way in encouraging others to
follow suit. We thank Dr. Emmie
Pelausa for the purchases she made at
the Coop recently.
During the first info session on
Sunday, July 1st, the members who
attended volunteered to share some of
their time to help out by being present
in the store in order to do some of the
tasks that need to be done. The
following are examples of tasks that
can be done by volunteers:
1) To survey other stores’ prices;
2) To check prices are marked and
visible on every item in the Coop;
3) To note down low inventory for
replenishment;
4) To help customers who cannot
easily find what they want in the store.
5) To help in the physical inventory of
merchandise semi-annually;
6) To update members list and find out
if they have moved;
6) To help in stocking up merchandise
when new shipments are delivered as
well as re-arranging stock when some
items are displaced fromthe shelves;
7) To help in purchasing merchandise

from nearby stores;
8) To offer delivery service to
customers for purchase of over $40.00.
The service fee charged to the
customer will be given to the volunteer
for his gasoline expense. Any member
who has a car and wants to volunteer,
is requested to call 514-485-7861
9) To help in the production of
members ID cards.
We need a volunteer who can
use a computer and who is proficient in
using Microsoft Word to format each
ID card. When ID photos have been
submitted by a majority of the
members, photos will be trimmed to fit
the size of the ID card, and glued
before lamination.
The ID card
system is needed in charging lower
prices to members. It is also required
to keep track of members purchasing
activities and in calculating their
rebates or patronage dividends. At
present, this is not yet being
implemented as the Coop is not yet
making any profit and is still operating
on a deficit.
The accounting records are
not yet finished as there are many
things to be verified yet. It is not easy
to estimate how much more time is
needed to produce the year’s trial
balance which the auditors need
before proceeding with the final
statement. Mr. Jason Prince, CDEC

MANILEÑO ASSOCIATION OF QUEBEC
L’ASSOCIATION MANILEÑO DU QUÉBEC

social economy agent, has been
informed of the complicated problems
of recording data from the confusing
nature of the documents and the
tremendous amount of work involved
in sorting them out, hence, he
volunteered to write a letter on behalf
of the Coop and ask the Minister of
Cooperatives to give us more time. By
law, it is required to submit a financial
report four months after the end of the
fioscal year but it is now over seven
months and the work is still being
done.
The bill for accunting services
so far is over $2 000 for 237 hours of
work over a period of two months.
There is still a lot of work to be done,
not only to finish the work for fiscal year
2006 but also for 2007 in order to
maintain control of the finances of the
Coop. However, we still have to hear
from CDEC if they will allow the use of
the frozen funds dedicated to the store
manager’s salary while there is no one
yet hired for the position.
Mrs.
Kharroubi wrote an appeal to CDEC to
hire instead an accounting clerk rather
than a store manager.
In preparing for the information
session
and
reviewing
the
Cooperatives Act of Quebec, it is quite
interesting to note the rights and
obligations of members. Under
Chapter 1, Section 4. The rules of
cooperative action are as follows:
1)
membership
of
the
cooperative is subject to the member
actually using the services offered by
the
cooperative
and
to
the
cooperative’s ability to provide him
with them.
Under Division II, Section 57.
The board of directors may suspend or
expel a member
1) If he is not a user of the
cooperative’s services;

2) If he no longer is capable of
actually being a user of the
cooperative’s services;
2) If he does not comply with
the by-laws of the cooperative
3) If he has not paid for his
qualifying shares in accordance with
the terms and conditions prescribed in
the by-laws;
4) If he is dispossessed of his
qualifying shares;
5) If he does not carry out his
engagements with the cooperative;
6) If for one fiscal year, he has
neglected to do the amount of
business with the cooperative
determined by the by-law
7) If he carries on any activity
in competition with the cooperative.
There are members who seem
to forget to buy anything at the Coop.
Should they be expelled? It sounds
quite counter-productive to this
because if they are expelled for not
doing business with the Coop, do they
have a right to claim their membership
fee?
We would just like to remind
our members to do business with the
Coop and buy something once a week.
If all 600 members do this, I am sure
that the financial troubles of the Coop
will be solved in no time at all. Also, if
more people become members, we
will be able to buy the equipment
needed to buy fresh vegetables and
fresh meat.
We also appeal to the
Paluagan members to be patient. You
will help us refund your money sooner
if you buy from us using cash instead
of debiting your account in order to
allow us to buy more merchandise. If
you donot pay for your purchases, it
will take longer for us to improve our
financial position, making it difficult to
meet our financial obligations to you. a

Summer tours
Departures every Saturday
Holiday Inn, Chinatown
• Toronto, 1000 Islands, Niagara
Falls (2 days)
Quad - $72, Triple - $95, Double $128; Single - $178, Child (2-12) $68
• Washington, DC, New York,
Atlantic City, Philadelphia (4 days)
Quad - $178, Triple $218, Double
$258, Single $378, Child $118

August 4, 2007, Saturday 6:30 P.M.
St. Kevin’s Church Hall
5600 Cote des Neiges
Donation: $30.00

• New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island (6 days)

For more information, please call:
Jayjay Villanueva 514-345-0143
Glo Mondoux
514-744-1964

Barry Florece
Hanna Jamil

514-343-4427
514-739-2211

Quad $268, Triple $328, Twin $378, Single $568;
Child $198 (Transportation only)
Tours Organized by Concord Tours
in collaboration with Gilmore and Filipino
Star

Call 514-485-7861 to reserve
Reservations confirmed with cash payment.
www.filipinostar.org
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Gary Valenciano promises to come back to his adoring fans

Gary bidding farewell to
his fans

reason why people love to see him
perform. He told them how happy he
was to see such a great reaction from
an audience and he promised to tell
all his friends back home to come to
Montreal. He also said he will be
coming back next year. Then the
people screamed again and again.
Some fans put up a sign “Welcome
Gary,” and he said he would like to
have someone take a picture of this
and send it to him.
I was quite impressed with Gary’s
performance. Before watching him, I
had no idea how good he was. I
wanted to write an article about him in
the Filipino Star for the June issue to
be published in two days after the
concert but I was not allowed by the
promoters to have access to Gary
although it was my understanding that

Montreal, June 10, 2007 - The
show was indeed a blast.
Gary
Valenciano, dubbed as “Mr. Pure
Energy”, dazzled his fans with dance
moves and acrobatic routines “a la
Michael Jackson” style. He looked as
if he was doing a circus act, his flips
and turns were quick and sharp giving
his fans a reason to scream with
delight.
Gary started at exactly 6:55 P.M.
and performed non-stop until 9:30
P.M., a record-breaking 2 1/2 hours of
a combination of ballads, rock,
religious songs and pop music. Fans
loved Gary - they swayed and sang
along, and screamed, “Gary, Gary,
Gary,” offering him their bandannas,
hankies, and even jackets to wipe his
perspiration. Gary’s showmanship
was evident all throughout the show.
He entertained his fans with a
passionate gusto and delight.
.
Number after number, Gary told
his story - he thanked the Lord for his
24 years of entertaining his fans. He
seemed to wear his heart on his
sleeves, telling them how he had to
inject himself with insulin. His diabetes
is under control but he has to be
careful.
Although I did not have a chance
to interview Gary due to circumstances
beyond my control, I found out a lot
about him by just listening to his songs
and his stories. He sounded like a
sincere, religious man, who loves his
family and his fans. He performed with
his son, Gaby. He showed how proud
he is of him, and his other children,
another son and a daughter. Each
number they did together showed their
deep connection They hugged each
other after performing together.
Although Le Medley Theater is not
the right place for a talent like Gary, the
fans were quite happy and satisfied.
They clamored for more, and Gary
obliged by going back to do an encore
several times.
It was unlike other shows where
there was an intermission. Gary’s
energy was seemingly bottomless,
and he was like an electrical dynamo never for a moment did he show any
fatigue. He was tireless, and showed
that he deserves his title “Mr. Pure
Energy.”
Gary showed a mastery of
showmanship which explains the
www.filipinostar.org

as a sponsor, I should have been able
to interview him. I was disgusted with
the unprofessional way they treated
me as a member of the press and
sponsor. To add insult to injury, they
had told me that Gary was too tired
and that he was going back to his
hotel, that their contract with him was
over at the end of the concert but it
was a blatant lie as they actually invited
him and his group to their place for a
farewell party where they invited
others. To think that these people
solicited me to be a sponsor and then
ignored me after the concert
is
upsetting. The experience left me
wondering why there are people who
are good in asking favors but do not
know how to return any. Needless to
say, they would never fool me again. a
Zenaida Ferry Kharroubi
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World boxing champion goes back to school
July 1, 2007
World boxing champion Manny
Pacquiao has decided to study
business administration and English in
a bid to manage his earnings and to
improve his language abilities in
school.

at the pre-school section of the Brent
International School in suburban Pasig.
Pacquiao Promotions Incorporation, They will both study law.
which will handle his boxing bouts and
oversee all other business interests Career
and ventures.
Pacquiao has made millions Upon leaving school, Pacquiao
endorsing products in the Philippines became a baker and then a
construction worker before he made
and is worth millions of dollars.
his name in boxing.
He recently passed a test, given by
the education department, which
allowed him to graduate from high
school. a

Arroyo gov't won't
be pressured by
U.S.

"It is good to study business so
that I can take care of my business
interests," Pacquiao said in a TV
interview.
He has established the Manny

"I will no longer take up political
science," he said, hinting he has given
up his dream of becoming a politician.
But Pacquiao has enrolled his two sons

July 4, 2007
The Arroyo government will not be
pressured by a proposed bill from the
United States Senate that seeks to
strictly monitor how this administration
is using US aid, a senior Malacanang
official said Wednesday.
The US Senate appropriations
committee approved last week the
Foreign Operations Spending Bill
instructing the Secretary of State to
monitor US military assistance to the
Philippines so that this would not be
"misused by units of the [Philippine]
security forces…against civilians,
including civilians who are members of
political opposition parties and human

www.filipinostar.org
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rights groups."
The bill's approval followed a
lobby by Filipino and American
church groups that were protesting
the spate of extrajudicial killings in
the Philippines.
Executive Secretary Eduardo
Ermita said the Arroyo administration
had nothing to hide and reiterated
government efforts to stop the spate
of extrajudicial killings.
"Some people would look at it as
a pressure on us, but we will not
allow ourselves to be pressured
because we have nothing to hide
and the US government knows the
measures that the Philippine
government
is
undertaking,
especially through the AFP [Armed
Forces of the Philippines] to address
the extrajudicial killings," Ermita said
in his weekly news briefing in
Malacañang.
Ermita said the action taken by
the US was "a normal thing," saying
that during the term of the late
dictator Ferdinand Marcos, the US
did the same thing through its
foreign relation and appropriations
committees.
Asked
if
the
Philippine
government would make any
intervention, Ermita said this could
be done through the embassy, which
would reiterate to the US government
that the Philippines was addressing
the killings and to give the Americans
"an accurate picture on the situation
of the Philippines." a

Established since 1989

Education raises the bar but
lowers the barriers to a
rewarding career.
Register now at Gilmore!
Call 514-485-7861

Certified International Trade
Professional (C.I.T.P.)

Daycare Assistant
Courses
• Accounting & Bookkeeping
• Computerized Accounting (Simply Acctg)
• Languages:
English - French - Spanish
Mandarin - Filipino (Tagalog)
• Microsoft Office
• Keyboarding
• Writing Workshop

Nursing Aide (P.A.B.)
Personal Support Worker
We accept foreign students and we
issue receipts for tax credits.

PROGRAMS
• Administrative Assistant
• International Trade
• Early Childhood Education
• Personal Support Worker
• Integration of Foreign Graduates
of Nursing (permit pending)

Gilmore International College
4950 Queen Mary Road Penthouse
Montreal, Quebec H3W 1X3
Website: gilmorecollege.com
Accredited by Emploi Quebec and FITT (Forum for International Trade Training)
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